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Getting Started
Joy and happiness are very different. Happiness is affected by externals – by what is happening. Joy is a delight
that runs deeper than pain or pleasure. Joy, as we understand and experience it as followers of Jesus, is a gift
given us by God and is ours even in the most difficult of circumstances. We experience the fullness of joy when we
have a deep sense of God’s presence in our lives.
We can have an attitude of joy even in a difficult period. Our youngest granddaughter, Emma, now lives in Tucson.
She has started nursery school and is very generous with sharing the germs she meets there. Her mother,
Meredith, and both of us have been sick for the last two weeks, and we haven’t necessarily been very happy. But
Emma still brings us great joy and we are grateful to God for the gift of her.
Even in the midst of deep sadness, we can have an attitude of joy. Our small group experienced this as we
ministered to our friends Mary and Bob and their family during Mary’s last days in hospice care. Mary’s faith was
so deep, and her anticipation to be with her Lord was so exuberant, that her room vibrated with joy.
Paul is an example of the experience of joy during a period of suffering. He wrote the letter to the Philippians
while he was in prison (a fact he has already mentioned in 1:7 and which he notes again in vv 12-14, 17, 19 and 30
of this passage). Despite this, Philippians is known as Paul’s “joy letter” – joy is one of its major themes. Paul prays
with joy for the Philippians (1:4) and he describes his joy (“I rejoice”) and the Philippians’ joy several more times in
this passage and then also later in the letter. Ultimately, the source of Paul’s joy is that his imprisonment has
advanced (rather than hindered) the gospel (1:12).

Read Philippians 1:12-30. Then re-read each section and discuss the questions given. The first question or two are
on the content of the section—what is Paul saying? The remaining questions are about how we respond to Paul’s
message.

Verses 12-14:
What are Paul’s circumstances?

What is Paul’s attitude? What opportunities does he see?

How do we react, that is, what is our attitude, in the tough times?

What opportunities are offered by our current (or past) struggles?

Verses 15-18:
How would you describe and compare the motives of the two groups who are preaching Christ?

What motives do we have when we tell others about Jesus?

Verses 19-26:
What does Paul mean by “deliverance” in verse 19? What are the benefits he describes to life and to death in
verses 20-26?

How would you describe the depth and authenticity of Paul’s faith and trust in Jesus?

What do our lives exhibit about our faith and trust?

How do we react when considering death?

Verses 27-30:
What is Paul’s description of a life that is worthy of the gospel of Christ?

As followers of Jesus and with the Holy Spirit living within us, how have our lives been transformed by our
suffering? How can we exalt Christ in the tough times?

Prayer: Thank you Jesus that you love us so much. Thank you that you fill us with the joy of knowing you and your
love. Thank you, too, that that joy is so deep that it can be our attitude even as we face the tough times. We pray
that you would fill us to overflowing so our joy may be a testimony to those who do not yet know you. Amen.

